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About this Guide
The following author biography and list of questions about Jar City are intended as resources to
aid individual readers and book groups who would like to learn more about the author and this
book. We hope that this guide will provide you a starting place for discussion, and suggest a
variety of perspectives from which you might approach Jar City.

About the Book
When a lonely old man is found dead in his Reykjavík flat, the only clues are a cryptic note left
by the killer and a photograph of a young girl’s grave. Inspector Erlendur discovers that many
years ago the victim was accused, but not convicted, of an unsolved crime, a rape. Did the old
man’s past come back to haunt him? As Erlendur reopens this very cold case, he follows a trail
of unusual forensic evidence, uncovering secrets that are much larger than the murder of one old
man.
“Fan[s] of mystery in general and Henning Mankell and Karin Fossum can only exult.”
—Library Journal

“This is a dark, haunting novel, with a protagonist who searches for a murderer and finds his
own humanity. The emotionally wrought ending caught me off guard and touched me in a way
that few mystery novels do.”
—The Boston Globe
“[Erlendur is] a helluva detective.”
—Minneapolis Star-Tribune
“Jar City stresses both the otherworldliness of this faraway country and how similar its denizens
are to the rest of us. . . . An excellent debut.”
—Baltimore Sun
“Indriđason raises in a thoroughly gripping manner not just questions of paternity in a small
nation, but wider issues of the use of genetic information, culminating in an ending that proves
impressively moving.”
—Time Out London
“Award-winning Iceland author Indriđason makes a compelling American debut with this first in
a series featuring Reykjavík police inspector Erlendur. . . . Quiet, morose, dryly witty, Erlendur
makes a fine, complex companion. . . . Those who enjoy Karin Fossum, Henning Mankell, or
Janwillem van de Wetering will welcome this new series.”
—The Portsmouth Herald
“A powerful, psychologically acute procedural drama.”
—Booklist

About the Author
Arnaldur Indriđason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as a journalist
and then for many years as a reviewer. He won the Nordic Crime Novel Award for Jar City and
won again for its sequel, Silence of the Grave, which also won the prestigious Gold Dagger
Award. He lives in Reykjavík, Iceland.

Discussion Questions
1. At the beginning of the book (pages 4–5), Erlendur says that being a detective means
investigating the obvious whereas forensics handles the mysterious. Why do you think he
might have said this? What makes forensic evidence more mysterious? If this is so, why do
mysteries usually concentrate on the detective rather than the crime scene investigator?
2. Erlendur has a history of family difficulties, particularly with his daughter Eva Lind. Do you
think that his past helps him as a detective or is it a distraction? What do you think motivates
Erlendur, what drives him?

3. How would this story have been different if it were set in America instead of Iceland? Would
the characters be different? Would the crime have been different? Would the investigation
methods have been different? What about this case is peculiar to Iceland? What’s different
about an Icelandic murder?
4. On page 124, Erlendur’s mentor Marion Briem told him about Holberg: “Don’t let him kill
any part of you that you don’t want rid of anyway.” What do you think he meant? Why was it
Holberg that Marion warned Erlendur about and not just the case in general? How could
Holberg have that kind of power over him?
5. Given all that is revealed about Holberg throughout the story, everything we know about his
past, was Holberg’s murder justified? Was justice served? Would Holberg simply have
gotten away with his crimes otherwise? Was there any good in Holberg?
6. If you were in Erlendur’s place, would you have made some of the same gambles in pursuing
the case? Would you have sent Elínborg and Sigurdur Óli to comb through the residents of
Húsavík to look for women who might have been raped by Holberg? Would you have had
the floor of Holberg’s apartment excavated?
7. What is the relationship in Erlendur’s mind between his daughter Eva Lind and Audur,
Holberg’s daughter who died when she was four?
8. What kind of a detective is Erlendur? What sort of a character is he? How does he resemble
the people around him? Is he more like the criminals or more like the victims? Could you
imagine Erlendur ever doing some other job besides being a detective? If Erlendur had
committed the murder, how might he have done things differently?
9. In another episode of the book, Erlendur comes across a case of the woman who had run
away from her wedding. What is the parallel between this situation and the case of Holberg’s
murder?
10. Was Katrín right to keep the origins of Einar secret? Should she have told her husband? How
do you think she managed to raise her son without treating him differently? Would there
have been a way to tell him that could have avoided all of this?
11. On page 256, Erlendur compares the genetic family tree compiled by the Genetic Research
Centre to the message tree that he saw at the wedding. Why does he make this comparison?
12. On page 258, Erlendur compares the database of the genealogical histories of people in
Iceland with the secret collection of organ samples that he found earlier. He calls them both
“jar cities.” Why does he think they are both jar cities? Why is this the title of the book? Is it
ethical to have either of these collections when nobody knows about them and nobody has
access to them?
13. There’s a lot of talk in the story about how things used to be during the time of the rape,
particularly with the stealing of organ samples from hospitals and the treatment that Kolbrún

received when she reported the rape. What is the parallel between these two things? What
does it say about what things were like in Iceland at the time? How had things changed by
the time Erlendur was investigating Holberg’s death?
14. Ultimately, Einar murdered Holberg and then committed suicide because he couldn’t stand
the thought that he was like Holberg, or, rather, that he felt he actually was Holberg. In what
ways does Einar seem like Holberg? In what ways does he seem more like his mother? Is he
justified at all in his fear? Or has he simply been too devastated by recent events to think
clearly?
15. How might Einar have gotten away with the murder? Did he want to? Or did he want to get
caught? If you had been in his place would you have reacted the way he did? Or would you
have tried not to think about it?
16. Why does Eva Lind want to name her child Audur? What parallel is there between her
unborn child and Audur? Why does she feel a connection between the two?
17. In the end, the case is solved, Erlendur finds out that his chest pains are not some mortal
illness, and he seems to patch things up with his daughter. How might have solving this case
and entering into the sordid world of Holberg’s crimes helped him?
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